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Abstract

We introduce the Danos-Régnier category DR(M) of a
linear inverse monoid M , a categorical description of ge-
ometries of interaction (GOI). The usual setting for GOI
is that of a weakly Cantorian linear inverse monoid. It is
well-known that GOI is perfectly suited to describe the mul-
tiplicative fragment of linear logic, and indeedDR(M) will
be a !-autonomous category in this case. It is also well-
known that the categorical interpretation of the other linear
connectives conflicts with GOI interpretations. We make
this precise, and show that DR(M) has no terminal object,
no cartesian product, and no exponential—whatever M is,
unless M is trivial. However, a form of coherence com-
pletion of DR(M) à la Hu-Joyal provides a model of full
classical linear logic, as soon as M is weakly Cantorian.

1. Introduction

There are by now several families of models for (classi-
cal) linear logic. One is the category of coherence spaces
[16]. Another is given by game models, e.g. [4]. Con-
trarily to what one might expect, geometry of interaction,
in whatever form [13, 14, 15, 3] does not yield models of
linear logic. This is surprising, as geometry of interaction
was expressly invented to give a solid and original seman-
tics to linear logic. Now by model of linear logic we are
rather demanding, and mean a categorical model. The def-
inition of categorical models of linear logic took some time
to emerge, and is certainly posterior to geometry of inter-
action. We shall consider linear categories [7], LNL cat-
egories [6], Lafont and new-Lafont categories [25]. It is
remarkable that coherence spaces form a model in all these
senses, but other proposals based on games or geometry of
interaction do not. The point is subtle: e.g., Baillot et al. [4]
show that AJM games are a model of MELL proof nets (i.e.,
without the additives) without box erasure steps, and argue
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that modeling the latter “seems desperate with games”.
In a sense, there are categorical models of a domain-

theoretic style, but none coming from the interaction world.
This paper bridges the gap. Our main contribution is a
categorical model of full classical linear logic, including
multiplicative, exponential and additive connectives, based
on ideas from geometry of interaction—specifically from
Danos and Régnier [10, 9]—and also using the notion of
coherence completion [20]. So we import from both inter-
action and domain theory. The thread that unites the two
will be coherence, which plays a fundamental role in both.

Outline. The material in this paper will import many no-
tions from category theory and linear logic. Most of them
are explained in the full version [17], to which we shall
also refer the reader for proofs. However we feel that at
least some intuition about the roots of this work should be
brought forward, and this is the topic of Section 2. We
introduce the new concept of a linear inverse semigroup
M in Section 3, and show in Section 4 how any such M
gives rise to a category DR(M), which we call the Danos-
Régnier category of M . We shall also see that, provided
M is weakly Cantorian, DR(M) is !-autonomous, i.e., a
model of the multiplicative fragment MLL of linear logic.
The purpose of Section 5 is to compare this construction
to the G construction of Abramsky and coauthors, the most
prominent categorical interpretation of geometry of interac-
tion. On our way to get a categorical model of the whole
of linear logic, we shall then trip on a serious difficulty: we
shall show in Section 6 and Section 7 that there is no way to
interpret any form of additive or exponential connective in
DR(M), whateverM . I.e., changing the languages of paths
won’t help. Nonetheless, we show in Section 8 that a slight
modification of Hu and Joyal’s coherence completion [20]
builds a Lafont category out of any !-autonomous category,
i.e., a model of full classical linear logic out of any model
of just MLL. . . and this is exactly what DR(M) provides.

Related Work. We shall heavily discuss related work
throughout the paper, notably the construction of compact-



closed categories from traced monoidal categories [1, 21]
in Section 5, and coherence completions [20] in Section 8.
The idea of considering inverse monoids is credited to Yves
Legrandgérard by Danos and Régnier [10]. As far as the
impossibility results mentioned in Sections 6 and 7 are con-
cerned, it was well-known before that trying to add spe-
cific new equations between geometry of interaction to-
kens, aimed at enforcing some categorical identities, re-
sulted in inconsistencies. Our impossibility results are
much stronger: we show that no change in the underlying
inverse monoidM can result in the creation of any missing
categorical feature (additive, exponential).

Acknowledgments. Heartfelt thanks to P.-A. Melliès, V.
Danos, Ph. Scott, and the GeoCal group for advice and
support.

2. Motivation.

I came to study inverse monoids following Danos et al.
[9], where weights from the so-called dynamic algebra arise
from an inverse monoid with some added structure (the bar,
which captures the reduction process). However, my ac-
tual initial goal was to try and understand how one may
describe Böhm-like trees of lambda-terms up to β- or βη-
equivalence, not as trees, but as collections of paths through
these trees. (A goal I have not reached yet.)
Let us see what this means on (infinite) trees. By tree we

mean some form of infinite first order term: each node t is
labeled by some function symbol f of some arity n " N,
and has n successors t1, . . . , tn; we then agree to write t as
f(t1, . . . , tn). We call Σ the given signature, i.e., the set of
all function symbols, together with their respective arities.
We write f/n " Σ to state that f is in Σ, with arity n.
With each such f/n in Σ, we associate n distinct letters f1,
. . . , fn. (We need to adjust this when n = 0, in all rigor.)
This yields the path alphabet |A| =

!
f/n!!{f1, . . . , fn}.

Its elements are the path letters. Now call path any finite
sequence of path letters. Traveling down a tree along any
route from the root yields a path in the obvious way. For
example, the tree f(g(t1, t2), t3) has (at least) the paths ε
(the empty path), f1, f1g1, f1g2, f2.
Going from a tree to its set of paths is easy. Recovering

a tree from a given set of paths is harder. Foremost, not
every set of paths arises as a set of paths of some tree. For
example, {f1, g1} cannot arise as a set of paths of any tree.
The key point to enable this reconstruction process is co-

herence. This was invented under a different name by Har-
rison and Havel [18]. There is an equivalence relation # on
the path alphabet, defined as fi # gj if and only if f = g.
Now define the relation !

" on paths by w !
" w" if and only

if, for any strict common prefix w0 of w and w", writing w
as w0aw1 and w" as w0a"w"

1 with a, a" " |A|, then a # a".

The !
" relation is reflexive and symetric, though in general

not transitive. When w !
" w", we say that w and w" are co-

herent, and a clique is any set of pairwise coherent paths. It
is clear that any set of paths of a given tree is a clique. The
point is that any clique is a set of paths of some tree. So we
can describe sets of paths of trees without mentioning the
trees themselves, provided we rely on coherence.
A space X = (|X|,!") where !

" is a reflexive and sym-
metric relation on |X| is a coherence space [16]. So there
is a coherence space of paths, (|A|#,!"). Coherence spaces
are the basis of an elegant semantics of the lambda-calculus,
and in fact of the whole of linear logic [16].
Let us refine. Let$ be the prefix ordering on paths. Then

w $ w" andw" !
" w"" impliesw !

" w"": (|A|#,$,!") is a bit
more than a coherence space, it is an event structure, namely
a space X = (|X|,$,!") where $ is a partial ordering on
|X| and!

" is a reflexive and symmetric relation on |X| such
that w $ w" and w" !

" w"" implies w !
" w"". Event struc-

tures are a fundamental model of concurrency [26], where,
instead of using !

", a binary irreflexive and symmetric rela-
tion # called conflict is used, such that w $ w" and w#w""

implies w"#w"". (This is equivalent, taking coherence!" as
negation of conflict #.) Then the set of paths in a tree is a
down-closed clique, and conversely any down-closed clique
gives rise to at least one tree.
In the case of lambda-terms, as opposed to infinite first-

order terms, there is an additional difficulty: lambda-terms
β-reduce to other lambda-terms, and we would like to be
able to define a notion of paths through lambda-terms that
is invariant under βη-equivalence. The result will be a way
to compute sets of paths (in the usual sense) through the
Böhm tree of t by just computing sets of paths through t
itself—without reducing t. This is exactly, in my view, what
geometry of interaction is about. Girard’s execution for-
mula aims at being such an invariant. Our view is that such
an invariant should be a denotational (categorical) model of
lambda-calculus, and in fact of linear logic proofs.

3. Linear Inverse Semigroups

Such a calculus of paths for MLL terms is lurking around
in [10] and [9], where the notion of a (bar) inverse monoid
is crucial. The essential quantity that remains invariant
through reduction is the set of all weights of paths through
a proof net. Note that this cannot be defined in a modu-
lar way: if you know the weights of all paths in (the proof
net of) a λ-term M and also that for a λ-term N , you can-
not infer the weights of paths through the applicationMN .
The reason is that not all paths can be considered: we must
only consider those paths that are legal and straight. The
latter condition, in particular cannot be defined on weights
alone; the paths themselves have to be taken into account.
Our aim here and in Section 4 is to define a semantics !." of
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MLL proof nets (which we do by building a !-autonomous
category) in terms of weights, eliminating the pollution of
paths, which only reflect some form of syntax. The key is
to collect, not sets, but least upper bounds of cliques in the
inverse monoid of weights.
Recall that an inverse semigroup is a triple (M, ·, _#)

where (M, ·) is a semigroup (i.e., · is associative) and _#
is a unary operation that satisfies

(u#)# = u (uv)# = v#u#

uu#u = u uu#vv# = vv#uu#

where the notation uv abbreviates u · v. An inverse monoid
is an inverse semigroup with a multiplicative unit 1.
A paradigmatic example is the space of all partial injec-

tions PI(E) on a given set E. A partial injection on E is
any binary relation u onE such that every x " E is mapped
to at most one y " E such that (x, y) " u, and every y " E
is mapped to at most one x " E such that (x, y) " u.
Alternatively, this is a bijection between two subsets of E,
called the domain {x|%y · (x, y) " u} and the codomain
{y|%x · (x, y) " u} of u. PI(E) is an inverse monoid with
1 the identity on E, composition as multiplication, and star
defined as inversion: u# = {(y, x)|(x, y) " u}.
Following [9], write &u' = uu#. In PI(E), this is the

identity between the codomain of u and itself, which we
shall identify with the codomain of u. Similarly, we think
of &u#' as the domain of u, even whenM is not of the form
PI(E). Space does not permit us to include most of the
proofs; all can be found in the full report [17]. However,
we shall often given intuitions of proofs on inverse semi-
groups in terms of PI(E). This is all the more justified as,
by the Preston-Wagner Theorem, every inverse semigroup
M embeds into some inverse monoid of the form PI(E).
Recall that an idempotent inM is any element such that

uu = u. In any inverse semigroup, the idempotents are
exactly the terms of the form &u', and every idempotent u
satisfies u = &u' = u# = &u#'. The defining equation
uu#vv# = vv#uu#, equivalently &u' &v' = &v' &u', states
that idempotents commute.
The natural ordering $ on M may be defined in a vari-

ety of ways. The idea is that it should correspond to inclu-
sion between graphs of relations in the case of the inverse
monoid PI(E). Equivalent ways are to define u $ v iff
vu# = uu#, or uv# = uu#, or &u' v = u, or v &u#' = u,
or u#v = u#u, or v#u = u#u. Then $ is a partial ordering,
and multiplication and inverse are monotonic.
This is well-known, see [27, 24]. The main import of this

Section is that every inverse semigroup also has a coherence
relation that makes it an event structure. The intuition is
that, if u, v " PI(E) and there is an element x which is
mapped by u and v to different elements, either forward
(for some y (= y", (x, y) " u and (x, y") " v) or backward
(for some y (= y", (y, x) " u and (y", x) " v), then u and v

should be in conflict, in notation u#v. Recall that !" is the
negation of conflict. This can be defined algebraically:

Definition 3.1 (Coherence) Let M be an inverse semi-
group. The relations !"0,

!
"1 and

!
" on M are defined by:

u !
"0 v iff u &v#' = v &u#' u !

"1 v iff &v'u = &u' v
u !

" v iff u !
"0 v and u !

"1 v

We can show that u !
" v iff u# !

" v#, and more importantly:

Lemma 3.2 Let M be an inverse semigroup. Then (M,$
,!") is an event structure: if u $ v and v !

" w, then u !
" w.

Proof. We show that, more precisely: if u $ v and v !
"0 w,

then u !
"0 w. By passing to inverses, we will deduce that

u $ v and v !
"1 w imply u !

"1 w, whence the claim. So
assume u $ v and v !

"0 w. Since u $ v, v &u#' = u
and v#u = &u#', so: (a) &v#' &u#' = v#u = &u#'. Since
v !

"0 w, v &w#' = w &v#'. Since u $ v, v &u#' = u,
so u &w#' = v &u#' &w#' = v &w#' &u#' = w &v#' &u#' =
w &u#' by (a), whence u !

"0 w. )*

It follows that any two elements that have an upper bound
in M are coherent; also, that u $ v implies u !

" v. This is
as in any other event structure. Additionally, multiplication
preserves coherence: u0

!
" v0 and u1

!
" v1 imply u0u1

!
"

v0v1. As can be expected from the intuitive description of
!
", if u !

" v in M , then u and v have an greatest lower
bound u+ v, and u+ v = u &v#' = v &u#' = &v'u = &u' v.

Definition 3.3 An inverse semigroup M is linear if and
only if: (1) every clique (ui)i!I has a least upper bound"

i!I ui, and (2) multiplication distributes over least upper
bounds of cliques, i.e., for every clique (ui)i!I , for every
element v,

#"
i!I ui

$
v =

"
i!I uiv.

Observe that PI(E) is always a linear inverse semigroup.
The

"
notation for least upper bounds of cliques is justi-

fied by the distributivity property (2). One may show that
(2) implies that u !

" v if and only if u and v have a common
upper bound; in other words, !" coincides with the stan-
dard coherence relation associated to the natural ordering
$. Distributivity is equivalent to v

#"
i!I ui

$
=

"
i!I vui

(take inverses, observing that
"

and inverse commute).
The empty clique has a least upper bound, which we write
0 (the empty relation in PI(E)), and distributivity implies
that 0.v = v.0 = 0. Moreover, the set of all idempotents is
a clique, and its least upper bound 1 is a unit. So any linear
inverse semigroup is an inverse monoid.
The construction of the Preston-Wagner Theorem estab-

lishes that any inverse semigroup M actually embeds into
some linear inverse monoid: PI(M) itself. The embed-
ding iM maps u " M to the partial injection {(v, uv)|v "
M, v = &u#' v}. This preserves products, inverses, unit (if
any), and preserves and reflects order. Coherence is also
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preserved: indeed coherence is defined by equations, which
are preserved by the embedding.
Various linear inverse semigroups are at the heart of sev-

eral works in geometry of interaction. Danos and Régnier
use PI(N) at the end of [10] as an example. Girard [15]
uses sets of rudimentary clauses, up to deletion of sub-
sumed clauses and tautologies (see [17, Section 2.4.1] for
details). Rudimentary clauses are pairs of first-order terms
s , t with the same free variables. Multiplying two such
clauses s , t and s" , t" yields their resolvent sσ , t"σ,
where σ is the mgu of t and s" if it exists, or the empty set
otherwise. Inversion is given by (s , t)# = (t , s).
We end this section by noticing that linear inverse

monoids afford us a nice graphical notation for elements,
which we call automata. These are oriented graphs with
an initial state qI and a final state qF , where each state
qA is labeled with an idempotent A, and each transi-
tion qA u

-.q"
B satisfies &u#' $ A and &u' $ B. (We

sometimes drop the superscript, and in fact also the state
name, replacing the latter by symbols such as • or /.)
The path q0

u1-.q1
u2-. . . . qn$1

un-.qn denotes the product
un . . . u2u1. (We reverse products, as in [10].) We then
read the automaton A as the sup of all paths from qI to qF .
For this to make sense, the paths should form a clique.

It is enough to require that
u1u#

2 = 0 for any divergence
(forward determinacy), and
u#

1u2 = 0 for any con-
vergence (backward determi-
nacy).

Divergence Convergence
q1

q

u1

u2 q2

q1 u1

q

q2
u2

Such bideterminacy conditions should be expected [11, 2].
In PI(E), note that forward determinacy means that no el-
ement of E can be both in the domain of u1 and in that
of u2. It is helpful to think of elements of E as tokens n
that wait at some state qA, and can travel along the transi-
tion qA u

-.q"
B if n is in the domain of u, arriving at state

q"
B with the new value u(n). Forward determinacy means

that tokens can only travel along one path at most. Tokens
may also travel backwards (an important feature of the ge-
ometry of interaction), and backward determinacy imposes
determinacy on backwards paths, too.
Product is concatenation, and inversion _# is given by

exchanging initial and final states and replacing each tran-
sition qA u

-.q"
B by q"

B u∗

-.qA.
The determinacy conditions are sufficient (but not nec-

essary) for automata to make sense: if u1u#
2 = u#

1u2 = 0,
then u1

!
" u2. In particular, we allow for non-straight

paths. E.g., the path qA
0

u
-.qB

1
v

-.qC
2

v∗

-.qB
1

w
-.qD

4 denot-
ing w &v#'u is not straight: we go from qB

1 to qC
2 and back

through the same edge. If this path exists at all, then the
path qA

0
u

-.qB
1

w
-.qD

4 denoting wu is here, too. These con-
tribute wu + w &v#'u to the value of the whose automa-
ton (assuming here that qA

0 is initial and qD
4 final). But

&v#' $ 1, so w &v#'u $ wu. Since + is least upper bound,
wu + w &v#'u = wu: we don’t have to forbid non-straight
paths as in [10, 9]. Keep them, and their value will just not
count. Similarly, illegal paths, i.e., those of value 0, do not
count, since 0 is the least element ofM .
Distributivity (2) al-
lows us to graft entire
automata in place of
single transitions and
preserve the reading
of the automaton.
For example, the
topmost automaton
on the right reads as
w

%"+%
i=0 vi

&
u. This

is the same reading
as the bottom one,
namely,

"+%
i=0 wviu.

qI
u

q1

P+∞
i=0 vi

q2
w

qF

qI
u q1

v0

v1

...

vi...

q2
w qF

4. The Danos-Régnier Category of a Linear In-
verse Monoid

The most standard construction of a category from an
inverse monoid M is the inductive groupoid IG(M). Its
objects are the idempotents of M , and its morphisms
A

u
B are the elements u " M such that &u#' = A

and &u' = B. There is a rich theory of inductive groupoids,
which we will however not delve into. See for example
[28]; be aware that the direction of arrows we adopt is the
converse of what Steinberg uses.
We shall however be more interested in the following

novel construction: The Danos-Régnier category DR(M)
ofM has all idempotents A ofM as objects; its morphisms
from A to B are all triples (β, a, γ) " M3 such that:

1. aA = Ba = a, βA =
Aβ = β, γB = Bγ = γ;

2. β# = β, γ# = γ;

3. aβ = 0, γa = 0;

•A

a

β

•A

/B /B

a∗

γ

(1)

We represent such morphisms as automata of the form
shown in Diagram (1), with four distinguished states (2 •s,
2 /s). To guide intuition, imagine that β, a, and γ are partial
injections on some set, i.e.,M = PI(E). Then A, B can be
thought as sets, and condition 1 states that the domain of a
is contained in A, its codomain is contained in B, the do-
main and the codomain of β are contained in A, and the
domain and codomain of γ are contained in B. Condition 2
is a symmetry condition on the horizontal arrows. Condi-
tion 3 is a forward determinacy condition on the upper left
state and a backward determinacy condition on the lower
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right state. Remember that we want our model to represent
sets of paths through linear λ-terms (up to normalisation).
Now a λ-term t of type B with a free variable x of type A
contains paths from A to B (a), but also from B to B (β)
and from A to A (γ).

The identity morphism idA at object
A is drawn in Diagram (2). In the
sequel, we shall just not draw those
arrows labeled 0.

•A

A

0

•A

/A /A

A

0

(2)

Composition is obtained by vertical pasting. Formally, the

composition of
•B

a′

β′

•B

/C /C

a′∗

γ′

with
•A

a

β

•A

/B /B

a∗

γ

is:

•A

a

β

•A

B

a′

β′

B

a∗

γ

/C /C

a′∗

γ′

(3)

where the middle Bs no longer la-
bel any of the four distinguished
states. To ease reading, think of
it as a condensed representation of
four automata: top left to bottom
left, top left to top right, bottom
right to bottom left, and bottom
right to top right.

This is well-defined: Condition 3 ensures that the middle B
states have only forward and backward deterministic transi-
tions. However, explicit formulae are horrible. E.g., the top
left to bottom left automaton denotes

"
n!N

a"(γβ")na (“go
down a, loop as many times as you wish through the γβ"

loop, then go down a"). Note that composition is trivially
associative, if we look at (3). Using explicit sums would
make it a mess. However, sums such as

"
n!N

a"(γβ")na
are interesting: they are the incarnation of Girard’s execu-
tion formula [13, 10] in our framework.
DR(M) is a nice cate-
gory in some respects.
E.g., DR(M) has an
epi-mono factorization
system (see right), all
epis and all monos are
split, and every mor-
phism that is both an
epi and a mono is iso.

Epis Monos

•A

a

β

•A

/B /B

a∗

•A

a

•A

/B /B

a∗

γ

(&a' = B) (&a#' = A)

Moreover, the isos in DR(M) are exactly the morphisms

of the form
•A

a

•A

/B /B

a∗ with &a#' = A and &a' = B,

meaning that the groupoid of DR(M) is exactly the induc-
tive groupoid IG(M) [17, Section 5.1.3]: these morphisms
are indeed just the morphisms A

u
B of IG(M),

drawn twice and vertically. There is also a dualizing functor
_& : DR(M) . DR(M)op, defined by A& = A, and, on
morphisms, by rotating them 180 degrees:

' •A

a

β

•A

/B /B

a∗

γ

(&

=

•B

a∗

γ

•B

/A /A

a

β

To get a model of MLL, we define:

Definition 4.1 A linear inverse monoid M is weakly Can-
torian if and only if it contains two elements p and q such
that p#q = 0, &p#' = &q#' = 1.

One usually assumes other elements, e.g., a monoid mor-
phism ! such that !0 = 0, and other constants to model the
exponential connectives of linear logic. As we said in the in-
troduction, we won’t get a categorical model of linear logic
this way. However, the situation with multiplicatives is fine.
In PI(N), think of p as {(n, 2n)|n " N}, and q as

{(n, 2n + 1)|n " N}. In the rudimentary clause setting,
think of p as the clause X , p(X) and q as X , q(X),
where p and q are two distinct function symbols.
The weakly Cantorian structure allows us to define a ten-

sor product A1 0 A2 of objects A1, A2 as pA1p# + qA2q#.
(In PI(N), reading each idempotent as a set, A1 0 A2 =
{2n|n " A1} 1 {2n + 1|n " A2} is the disjoint sum of

A1 and A2.) On morphisms, given f1 =

•A1

a1

β1

•A1

/B1 /B1

a∗
1

γ1

and f2 =

•A2

a2

β2

•A2

/B2 /B2

a∗
2

γ2

, similarly, their tensor product

is f1 0 f2 is
•A1'A2

pa1p∗+qa2q∗

pβ1p∗+qβ2q∗

•A1'A2

/B1'B2 /B1'B2

pa∗
1p∗+qa∗

2q∗

pγ1p∗+qγ2q∗

.

The tensor unit I is just 0. These turn DR(M) into a sym-
metric monoidal category [17, Section 5.2.1].
Categorical models of (classical) MLL are !-

autonomous categories, which one may describe as
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being equipped with a linear application morphism
appA,B : (A ! B) 0 A . B (the counit of the adjunc-
tion), and a linear abstraction operator λC

A,B such that
λC

A,B(f) : C . (A ! B) for each f : C 0 A . B,
satisfying:

• β-equivalence: appA,B / (λC
A,B(f)0 g) = f / (idC 0

g) : C 0 D . B for every f : C 0 A . B and
g : D . A;

• η-equivalence: λA!B
A,B (appA,B) = idA!B;

• substitution: λC
A,B(f) / g = λD

A,B(f / (g 0 idA)) for
every f : C 0 A . B and g : D . C.

While this axiomatization is non-standard, it has the merit
of displaying the underlying linear λ-calculus at work, in
a style resembling categorical combinators [8]. These are
given for DR(M) in Figure 1.
Let us try to give some intuition. Recall that the idea be-

hind DR(M) is to describe, as morphisms, the set of paths
in linear λ-terms. Represent a
linear λ-term in normal form as
a portion of the infinite binary
tree, with axiom links between
leaves. A λ-abstraction λx ·M is
then represented as on the right,
where the left son is the root to

λ x
p qM x

the body M of the λ-abstraction, and the right son points
to the unique occurrence of x in the unique head applica-
tion xN1 . . .Nk in M . (For now, imagine the right triangle
consists just of one link connecting x to its use in the left
triangle.) The paths from the root of λx · M are as follows.
First, go down left (p#, or rather Bp#), then enter M (the
inner square in the definition of the λ-abstraction). We may
then: either exit M at the root of M , and go up right (p,
more precisely pB); or exit M through the variable x; this
means selecting x from the bunch of variables free in M
(the curved q# starting from C 0 A), then going up left to
the root of λx ·M (qA); or exitM through some other vari-
able y; this means selecting the set of those free variables
of M that are not x (the Cp# transition). We can similarly
explore the other paths in λx ·M , and thus justifify the def-
inition of λ-abstraction given above.
With these constructions, DR(M) is symmetrical

monoidal closed, i.e., a model of intuitionistic MLL. Let
222 be the 0 object, and define intuitionistic negation 333 A
as A ! 222. It is easy to see that 333 A is isomorphic to

A& = A. The morphism CA =

•((((((A

Aq∗2

•((((((A

/A /A

q2A

is inverse to λA
(((A,&&&(appA,&&& / cA,(((A), where cA1,A2 =

qA1p# + pA2q# : A1 0 A2 . A2 0 A1 is the commutativ-
ity natural transformation. CA is a morphism from 333 333 A

to A, and acts as a linear form of Felleisen et al.’s control
operator C [12].
It is easy to see that A ! B is isomorphic to A& 0 B,

and that these constructs turn DR(M) into a compact-
closed category. Recall that !-autonomous categories are
symmetric monoidal closed categories with a dualizing ob-
ject 222, i.e., one such that λA

(((A,&&&(appA,&&& / cA,(((A) is iso;
such categories are models of classical MLL [5]. Compact-
closed categories [22] are !-autonomous categories such
that there is a natural iso between A 0 B and A#B, where
A#B =333 (333 A0 333 B). Then [17, Theorem 5.2.7]:

Theorem 4.2 Let M be a weakly Cantorian linear inverse
monoid. DR(M) is a compact-closed category.

5. Retracing Some Paths in DR(M)

Every compact-closed category has a canonical trace
[21]. The prototypical example of a compact-closed cat-
egory is the category whose objects are Rn, n " N, and
whose morphisms are linear maps, i.e., morphisms from
Rm to Rn are n 4 m matrices. The notion of trace in a
category then generalizes the usual notion of trace in lin-
ear algebra. One may compute the canonical trace of the
compact-closed categoryDR(M) [17, Proposition 5.2.8]:

Proposition 5.1 The canonical trace on the compact-

closed category DR(M), TrX
A,B

' •A'X

a

β

A'X•

/B'X B'X/

a∗

γ

(

is:

•A

pA

A•

A'X

a

β

A'X Ap∗

qXq∗

B'X
Bp∗

qXq∗

B'X

a∗

γ

/B B/

pB

Now consider the subcategory PIG(M) of DR(M) whose

morphisms are of the form
•A

a

•A

/B /B

a∗ . Equivalently, the

morphisms are A
u

B with &a#' $ A and &a' $ B.
(Note the difference with IG(M), where we require &a#' =
A, &a' = B.) The trace operator on DR(M) then in-
duces one on PIG(M) (but not on IG(M), as trace does
not preserve isos), by: TrX

A,B( A 0 X
a

B 0 X ) =
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A ! B = qAq# + pBp#

appA,B =

Aq∗

Bp∗

q

•(A!B)'A

p∗

q∗

(A!B)'A•

qA

p

/B B/pB

λC
A,B

)

*****
+

•C'A

a

β

C'A•

/B B/

a∗

γ

,

-----
.

=

•C

pC

•C

qA

C'A

a

β

C'A

Cp∗

q∗ q

B

pB

B

a∗

γ

/A!B A!B/
Bp∗

Aq∗

Figure 1. Linear implication, application, abstraction

A
pA
A 0 X

a
B 0 X

Bp∗

qXq∗

B . This exhibits the familiar
feedback loop typical of several trace operators.
It is then interesting to compareDR(M) to the construc-

tion of a compact-closed category G(C) from any traced
symmetrical monoidal category C [1, 21]. The objects of
G(C) are pairs (A+, A$) of objects of C. A morphism
f : (A+, A$) . (B+, B$) in G(C) is a morphism f :
A+ 0 B$ . A$ 0 B+ in C. The identity on (A+, A$) is
the commutativity cA+,A− . Composition is given by sym-
metric feedback. Given f : (A+, A$) . (B+, B$) and
g : (B+, B$) . (C+, C$) in G(C), i.e., f : A+ 0 B$ .
A$ 0 B+ and g : B+ 0 C$ . B$ 0 C+ in C, the
composition g / f in G(C) is the trace TrB−'B+

A+'C−,A−'C+(3=
/(f 0 g)/ 3=), where 3= denotes obvious isos built from as-
sociativity and commutativity, in both places above. There
is an elegant box notation from Kelly and Laplaza [22]
that makes this more readable. Eventually, further nota-
tional conventions [1] allow one to define the composition

of −

B − B

A + A

+

f and −

C − C

B + B

+

g , as:

−

B − B

A + A

+

f

−

C − C

B + B

+

g

.

Expanding the definitions for
G(PIG(M)) yields the following.
Morphisms f : (A+, A$) .
(B+, B$) in G(PIG(M)), i.e., mor-

phisms A+ 0 B$ f
A$ 0 B+

in PIG(M), can be described equiv-
alently by giving four morphisms

A+ f++

B+ , A+ f+−

A$ ,

B$ f−+

B+ , and B$ f−−

A$

in PIG(M).
On the one hand, f++ = B+q#fpA+, f+$ =
A$p#fpA+, f$+ = B+q#fqB$, f$$ = A$p#fqB$;
conversely, f = qB+f++A+p# + pA$f+$A+p# +

qB+f$+B$q# + pA$f$$B$q#. The two constructions,
from f to the four-tuple f++, f+$, f$+, f$$ and back,
are inverse of each other. These can be conveniently writ-

ten
•A+

f++

f+−

•A−

/B+
/B−

f−−

f−+

by imitation with DR(M). The

only condition on such diagrams is Condition 1: f++A+ =
B+f++ = f++, f+$A+ = A$f+$ = f+$, f$$B$ =
A$f$$ = f$$, f$+B$ = B+f$+ = f$+. Condi-
tions 2 and 3 are dropped. Then identities, composition, ten-
sor product are defined exactly in the same way in DR(M)
and in G(PIG(M)). In other words, DR(M) is essentially
a symmetric form of the G construction over PIG(M).
We can then define weak GOI situations [19, 3] on

PIG(M), and the construction of a weak linear category
from it, i.e., of a categorical model for linear combina-
tory algebra, carries over to DR(M). We only need to
make sure M comes with a linear inverse semigroup en-
domorphism ! : M . M , and elements d, e, d verify-
ing certain equations [17, Section 6.3]. A typical exam-
ple is when M = PI(N), &_, _' is any injection from N2

to N, !f&k, n' = &k, f(n)', d&k1, &k2, n'' = &&k1, k2', n',
e(n) = &1, n', and d = rp#+sq#, where r&k, n' = &2k, n',
s&k, n' = &2k + 1, n'. We shall not pursue this, since our
goal here is to find linear, not weak linear categories.

6. DR(M) Contains No Additive

Surprisingly, there is no way to have DR(M) contain
any additive connective, in a very strong sense, as we now
show. One might have hoped that enriching M with new
constants g, d as in [23] for example, or as in [15] (where
M is a linear inverse monoid of rudimentary clauses) would
provide a solution. And indeed it does, provided we are
ready to forego some natural proof conversion rules. If we
are not, there is no way. First, we cannot interpret any of
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the additive units555 (which would be a terminal object) and
0 (an initial object):

Proposition 6.1 The following statements are equivalent:
(1) DR(M) has a terminal object; (2) 0 is terminal in
DR(M); (3) DR(M) has an initial object; (4) 0 is initial
in DR(M); (5) M = {0}.

Proof. (1) and (3), (2) and (4) are equivalent through du-
ality _&. (1)6 (2): Let 5 be a terminal object in DR(M)
(i.e., for every object A, there is a unique morphism from A
to 5). So there is a unique morphism from 0 to 5. Here are

two,
•0 •0

/) /)
and

•0 •0

/) /)

)

. By uniqueness, 5 = 0.

(2)6 (5): Let A be any idempotent ofM , i.e., an object of
DR(M). There is a unique morphism from A to 0. Here

are two:
•A

A

•A

/0 /0
and

•A •A

/0 /0
. So A = 0. For each

u " M , take A = &u', then u = &u'u = 0 · u = 0. )*

Additive units are usually not considered in most models,
including game models, of linear logic. However, there is
no additive conjunction$ (product4) or disjunction7 (co-
product +) either!

Proposition 6.2 Let A and B be any two objects of
DR(M). The following conditions are equivalent: (1)
A 4 B exists; (2) A + B exists; (3) M = {0}.

Proof. The proof proceeds along similar lines as Propo-
sition 6.1, only with added subtleties. See Appendix A, or
[17, Proposition 5.1.16] for details. )*

This is pretty definitive: ifM is non-trivial, there is no prod-
uct, and no coproduct in DR(M), whatever the constructs
(g, d, etc.) we may invent inM .

7.DR(M) Has No Exponential

Not having additives in DR(M) is no great loss. To in-
terpret the λ-calculus, we only need to interpret MELL, the
multiplicative-exponential fragment of linear logic.
The key to our next impossibility result is the notion of

(co)commutative comonoid in a symmetric monoidal cate-
gory C. The central role of such objects is made explicit
in Melliès [25]. A comonoid in C is any triple (A, dA, eA)
where A is an object, dA : A . A 0 A (comultiplica-
tion) and eA : A . I (counit) are morphisms in C sat-
isfying: (coassociativity) αA,A,A / (dA 0 idA) / dA =
(idA 0 dA) / dA : A . A 0 (A 0 A), where αA,B,C :
(A0B)0C . A0 (B 0C) is associativity; (left counit)

(eA 0 idA) / dA : A . I 0 A is the obvious iso; and (right
counit) (idA 0 eA) / dA : A . A 0 I is the obvious iso
again. It is cocommutative iff cA,A/dA = dA : A . A0A,
where cA,B : A 0 B . B 0 A is commutativity. Note that
(cocommutative) comonoids in Setop, the opposite category
of Set, are exactly the (commutative) monoids.
It is well-known that there is a category coMon(C)

of cocommutative comonoids, whose morphisms f :
(A, dA, eA) . (B, dB , eB) are morphisms f : A . B
in C that preserve comultiplication d. and counits e.. More-
over, coMon(C) always has all finite products [25].
A particularly nice notion of model of (classical) linear

logic developed by Melliès [25], that of new-Lafont cate-
gory, is defined as a (!-)autonomous category C, with a full
sub-monoidal category M of coMon(C), such that the ob-
vious forgetful functor U : M . C has a right adjoint
F : C . M. We now show that DR(M) is never a
new-Lafont category, unless M is trivial. To this end, we
characterize comonoids in DR(M). Say that two idempo-
tents Ap and Aq of M form a partition of A if and only if
Ap + Aq = A and ApAq = 0.

Theorem 7.1 LetM be weakly Cantorian. Let (A, dA, eA)
be a triple verifying the left and right counit laws (e.g., a
comonoid of DR(M)). Then there is a partition Ap, Aq of
A such that:

dA =

•A

pAp+qAq

A•

/A'A A'A/

App∗+Aqq∗

qβ0p∗+

pβ0q∗

eA =

•A

β0+β∗
0

A•

/0 0/

where β0 is an iso between Ap and Aq, i.e., &β0
#' = Ap

and &β0' = Aq.
Conversely, if dA and eA are defined as above, then

(A, dA, eA) is a comonoid in DR(M).

Proof. This is [17, Theorem 6.2.5]. The proof is com-
plex, but not particularly deep. In a sense, it is a souped-up
version of the proofs of Propositions 6.1 and 6.2: see Ap-
pendix A. )*

Curiously, note that coassociativity is for free once
(A, dA, eA) obeys the left and the right counit laws. Co-
commutativity is an entirely different matter:

Theorem 7.2 Let M be weakly Cantorian. The only co-
commutative comonoid in DR(M) is (I, ($1

I , idI), or ex-
plicitly (0, d0, e0), where d0 : 0 . 0 0 0 and e0 : 0 . 0
are the all zero morphisms.

Proof. Let (A, dA, eA) be some cocommutative comonoid
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in DR(M), written as in Theorem 7.1. cA,A / dA equals

•A

pAp+qAq

A•

A'A

pAq∗+qAp∗

A'A

App∗+Aqq∗

qβ0p∗+

pβ0q∗

/A'A A'A/

pAq∗+qAp∗
=

•A

pAq+qAp

A•

/A'A A'A/

pAq+qAp

pβ0q∗+

qβ0p∗

While the bottom arrow always coincides with that of dA,
the vertical arrows only coincide provided that pAq+qAp =
pAp + qAq. Multiply by Ap on the right: since AqAp = 0,
qAp = pAp. Multiply by Aq on the right: pAq = qAq.
So qA = q(Ap + Aq) = qAp + qAq = pAp + pAq =
p(Ap + Aq) = pA. Multiply by p# on the left: p#qA = 0,
while p#pA = A, so A = 0. )*

Corollary 7.3 (DR(M) Is Not New-Lafont) DR(M) is
(the C component of) a new-Lafont category if and only if
M is the trivial semigroup {0}.

Proof. Assume DR(M) is new-Lafont. Since U 8 F ,
for any object A of DR(M), there is a bijection between
the set of morphisms from (0, d0, e0) to F (A) inM and the
set of morphisms from U(0, d0, e0) = 0 to A in DR(M).
But the first set only contains one morphism, since the only
morphism in M is 0 : (0, d0, e0) . (0, d0, e0), by The-
orem 7.2. So there is exactly one morphism from 0 to A
in DR(M). As in Proposition 6.1, this implies A = 0 for
every idempotent A, soM is trivial. )*

We won’t recall the definitions of linear category [7] or
that of an LNL category [6]. The deep connections be-
tween these and new-Lafont categories [25] then allow us
to conclude that DR(M) is a linear category, resp. an LNL
category, if and only if M = {0} [17, Theorem 6.2.15,
Theorem 6.2.16]. Again, this is definitive: if M is non-
trivial, then DR(M) cannot be a categorical model of lin-
ear logic. This includes any attempt to invent boxes, dere-
liction, weakening and promotion constants in M . In par-
ticular, there is no way to turn the constructions of e.g.
[10, 9, 23, 15] into models of linear logic.

8. Coherence Completions

However, we can build a category on top of DR(M), so
that the existing multiplicative structure (0, I) is preserved,
while adding all exponentials and additives.
Following Melliès [25, Definition 7], call a (classical)

Lafont category any (!-)autonomous category with finite
products where for each object A there is a free cocom-
mutative comonoid !A. Lafont categories are probably the
strongest categorical notion of a categorical model of linear
logic: any Lafont category is new-Lafont, linear, and LNL

in particular. The category Coh of coherence spaces has
coherence spaces as objects (Section 2), and linear maps
f : X . Y as morphisms. Assuming X = (|X|,!"X)
and Y = (|Y |,!"Y ), a linear map f is a binary rela-
tion between the webs |X| and |Y |, such that whenever
(x, y), (x", y") " f and x !

"X x" then [y !
"Y y", and y = y"

implies x = x"]. (Brackets added for precision.) It is well-
known that Coh is Lafont (this implies that we are taking
the multiclique interpretation of !A, not the clique interpre-
tation used e.g. in [16]).
The main construction we use now is the coherence com-

pletion COH(C) of a !-autonomous category C, due to Hu
and Joyal [20]. Interestingly, this is the second place in this
work where coherence plays a crucial role, after the defi-
nition of linear inverse semigroups. While the original no-
tion of coherence completion only preserves existing expo-
nentials, we show that a simple modification of the con-
struction creates them. To obtain a comonad (!, ε, δ) on
COH(C) giving meaning to the exponential connectives,
Hu and Joyal assume a comonad (!C, εC, δC) so that for
each object A of C, !CA is a cocommutative comonoid and
!C(A 4 B) =!CA0!CB. (Hu and Joyal assume finite prod-
ucts in C at this point.) If C = DR(M), we will have none
of that. . . in a very strong sense, as we have seen. Instead,
take !C to be the identity comonad.
To repair a slight ambiguity in Hu and Joyal’s original

construction, we consider a subcategory CCOH of COH,
the full subcategory of so-called concrete coherence spaces,
where a coherence spaceX = (|X|,!"X) is concrete if and
only if |X| is a set of ground first-order terms built on top
of some fixed signature ΣCoh. We won’t expand on this,
since all constructions in CCOH work exactly as in COH,
since the actual technical details are unimportant (see [17,
Section 6.4.1], where it is shown that CCOH is a Lafont cat-
egory), and since the only purpose of this is to obtain a total
ordering on |X| for any concrete cohence space, inherited
from a fixed total ordering 9 on all first-order terms. This
is needed to define ! formally below.
Now, for any category C, the concrete coherence comple-

tion CCOH(C) has as objects all pairs (X, (Ai)i!|X|)where
the base X is a concrete coherence space X = (|X|,!"X),
and the fiber (Ai)i!|X| is a family of objects of C, indexed,
by the web |X|; and as morphisms from (X, (Ai)i!|X|) to
(Y, (Bj)j!|Y |) all pairs (f, (aij)(i,j)!f ) where f is a lin-
ear map from X to Y , and aij is a morphism from Ai to
Bj in C. Coherence and linearity on the base are crucial
for composition to make sense [20]. Then CCOH(C) is (!-
)autonomous as soon as C is. Also, CCOH(C) has all finite
products and coproducts, whatever C is. For example, the
binary product (“with”) (X, (Ai)i!|X|) 4 (Y, (Bj)j!|Y |) is
(X4Y, (Ai)i1(i)!|X*Y |1(Bj)i2(j)!|X*Y |), where |X4Y |

is the disjoint sum of |X| and |Y |, and i1, i2 are the canon-
ical injections. The first projection, from (X, (Ai)i!|X|) 4
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(Y, (Bj)j!|Y |) to (X, (Ai)i!|X|), is (π1, (idAi
)(i1(i),i)!π1

),
where π1 denotes the first projection operator in CCOH.
Note that morphisms in the fibers are just identities idAi

—
this is why we don’t need any structure from C for products
to exist in CCOH(C).
The ! comonad is slightly more complex (Appendix C).

Since in CCOH all webs |X| are totally ordered by 9,
we may represent any multiclique e = {|i1, . . . , ik|} (i.e.,
any finite multiset of pairwise coherent elements; we en-
close multiset elements between {| and |}) as a sorted list
[i1, . . . , ik]. Assuming C to be symmetric monoidal, with
tensor unit I, we may then define

/
i!e Ai as Ai1 0

(Ai2 0 . . . (Aik
0 I) . . .). For any object (X, (Ai)i!|X|) of

CCOH(C), let !(X, (Ai)i!|X|) =
%
!X,

#/
i!e Ai

$
e!|!X|

&
.

For any morphism (f, (aij)(i,j)!f ) : (X, (Ai)i!|X|) .

(Y, (Bj)j!|Y |), first recall that in CCOH (as in COH, with
the multiclique ! comonad), !f is the linear map of all
pairs of multicliques (e1, e2) such that we may write e1

as {|i1, . . . , ik|}, e2 = {|j1, . . . , jk|} (up to permutation of
elements) with (i&, j&) " f for every (, 1 $ ( $ k.
Write {e1}f{e2} for {|(i1, j1), . . . , (ik, jk)|}. Then de-
fine !(f, (aij)(i,j)!f ) :!(X, (Ai)i!|X|) .!(Y, (Bj)j!|Y |)

as
0

!f,
%/

(i,j)!{e1}f{e2}
aij

&

(e1,e2)!!f

1
. Note that this

again assumes no extra structure from C, contrarily to [20].
Calculation then shows [17, Theorem 6.4.21]:

Theorem 8.1 Let C be any (!-)autonomous category. Then
CCOH(C) is a (classical) Lafont category, hence a (classi-
cal) new-Lafont category.

Corollary 8.2 Let M be any weakly Cantorian linear in-
verse semigroup. Then CCOH(DR(M)) is a classical La-
font category, hence also a classical new-Lafont category.

In other words, CCOH(DR(M)) is a categorical model of
full classical linear logic, in the strongest known sense.
Note how coherence completion CCOH(_) and the DR

construction complement each other nicely: CCOH(_) re-
quires a !-autonomous category, and this is exactly what the
DR(M) construction provides, no less, no more.
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A. Proofs of the Impossibility Theorems

Proposition 6.2 Let A and B be any two objects of
DR(M). The following conditions are equivalent: (1)
A 4 B exists; (2) A + B exists; (3) M = {0}.
Proof. Write π1 and π2 for the two projections from
A 4 B, and &f1, f2' : C . A 4 B the pairing of
f1 : C . A and f2 : C . B. We first show that 1 im-
plies 3. Note that the projections are epi, so we may write

π1 : A4B . C as
•A*B

a1

β1

•A*B

/A /A

a∗
1
, and π2 : A4B .

B as
•A*B

a2

β2

•A*B

/B /B

a∗
2
. Consider f1 =

•C

β′
1

•C

/A /A

,

f2 =

•C

β′
2

•C

/B /B

. Let us look for morphisms f such that

π1 / f = f1 and π2 / f = f2. Let f be
•C

a

β

•C

/A*B /A*B

a∗

γ

,

then we try to satisfy

•C

a

β

•C

A*B

a1

β1

A*B

a∗

γ

/A /A

a∗
1

=

•C

β′
1

•C

/A /A

(4)

•C

a

β

•C

A*B

a2

β2

A*B

a∗

γ

/B /B

a∗
2

=

•C

β′
2

•C

/B /B

(5)

Recall that, since we assumeA4B is a product, these equa-
tions should have a unique solution in a, β, γ, whatever β"

1

and β"
2.

When β"
1 = β"

2 = C, we may take β = C, a = 0, and
we show that even then, the solutions are not unique unless
the only idempotentD $ A4B such thatD &a1

#' = 0 and
D &a2

#' = 0 is 0. Taking β = C and a = 0 allows us to
reduce equations (4) and (5) to finding γ such that:

A*B

ai

βi

A*B

γ

/B /B

a∗
i

= 0

for i equal to 1 and to 2. Taking γ = 0 is one solution. In
general, taking γ as being any idempotentD $ A4B such
that D &ai

#' = 0 (i = 1, 2) gives us a solution. Indeed,
recall that aiβi = 0 and β#

i = βi (Conditions 2 and 3),
so βia#

i = (aiβ#
i )# = (aiβi)

# = 0; since D $ A 4 B, it
follows that βiDa#

i $ βi(A4B)a#
i = βia#

i = 0; so the left-
hand side of the equation above is

"
i!N

ai(Dβi)nDa#
i =

aiDa#
i +

"
i!N

ai(Dβi)nDβiDa#
i = aiDa#

i . Now use
the fact that D &ai

#' = 0: aiDa#
i = aiD &ai

#' a#
i = 0.

Since the solutions to (4) and (5) must be unique, it must
be the case that the only idempotent D $ A 4 B such that
D &a1

#' = 0 andD &a2
#' = 0 is 0.

It follows that: (a) &β1
#' &β2

#' = 0. Indeed, re-
call that βia#

i = 0, so &βi
#' &ai

#' = 0. Let D =
&β1

#' &β2
#'. ThenD(&a1

#'+&a2
#') = &β2

#' &β1
#' &a1

#'+
&β1

#' &β2
#' &a2

#' = 0, whence D &ai
#' $ D(&a1

#' +
&a2

#') = 0 for each i, soD = 0 by the above.
We claim this entails: (b) for every self-inverse element

β" such that &β"' $ C, then β" $ C. Indeed, fix any two
self-inverse elements β"

1 and β"
2 with &β"

1' $ C, &β"
2' $ C,

and consider any solution of equations (4) and (5).
By (a) β1β#

2 = β1 &β1
#' &β2

#'β#
2 = 0,

hence by Condition 2, β#
1β2 = 0. So

the automaton shown right is bidetermin-
istic. This implies that the two elements
below are coherent, since they are both
less than or equal to the latter in the nat-
ural ordering $.

•C

a

β

•C

A*B

β2

β1

A*B

a∗

γ

•C

a

β

•C

A*B

β1

A*B

a∗

γ

•C

a

β

•C

A*B

β2

A*B

a∗

γ

But these are
precisely β"

1

and β"
2. We

have shown
that any two
self-inverse
elements β"

1

and β"
2 such that &β"

1' $ C, &β"
2' $ C, are coherent. Taking

β"
2 = C itself, and β"

1 = β", we obtain that any self-inverse
element β" such that &β"' $ C is such that β" !

" C. By
definition of !"0, β" &C#' = C

2
β"#

3
, i.e., β"C = C

2
β"#

3

since C is idempotent. Since &β"' $ C, β" = β"
2
β"#

3
=

β" &β"' $ β"C = C
2
β"#

3
$ C.
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In turn, by (b) that any self-inverse element u (i.e., with
u = u#) is idempotent: for any self-inverse element u, take
β" = u, C = &u', so that u $ &u' by (b). Since v $ w iff
&v'w = v, we obtain &u' &u' = u, hence u is idempotent.
This allows us to simplify the equations (4) and (5) con-

siderably. Indeed, β1, β2, β"
1, β"

2 are idempotents, as well
as β and γ. In particular the loops γβ1 and γβ2 are just
idempotents, so (γβ1)n, (γβ2)n $ A 4 B for any n " N.
It follows that no turn through these loops count in the cor-
responding sums. For example, the equation (4) means in
particular that

"
n!N

a1(γβ1)na = 0 (left arrow, top left to
bottom left). All terms of the sum are less than or equal to
the first, a1a, so

"
n!N

a1(γβ1)na = 0 is in fact equivalent
to a1a = 0. The argument is similar for all other equalities
described by equations (4) and (5). Therefore, they simplify
to: β"

i = β + a#βia, aiγa#
i = 0, and aia = 0, for i = 1, 2.

When β"
1 = β"

2 = 0, any triple β = 0, a = 0, and γ
(with γ idempotent) such that γ $ A 4 B and γ &a1

#' =
γ &a2

#' = 0 is a solution. Since solutions are unique: (c)
the only idempotent D withD &a1

#' = D &a2
#' = 0 is 0.

Now fix arbitrary values for β"
1 and β"

2, and take any so-
lution β, a, γ. Let D = &a'β1, a product of two idempo-
tents, hence an idempotent. We have D &a1

#' = 0 since
β1 &a1

#' = β1a#
1a1 = 0, by Condition 2. We also have

D &a2
#' = 0, since D &a2

#' = &a' &a2
#' β1 (β1 is idem-

potent, and idempotents commute) = aa#a#
2a2β1 = 0. In-

deed, a2a = 0 since β, a, γ is a solution. By (c) it follows
that D = 0, i.e., &a'β1 = 0. So a#β1a = a# &a'β1a = 0.
Since β, a, γ is a solution, β"

1 = β + a#β1a = β. Hence
necessarily β = β"

1. In a symmetric way, β = β"
2, so

β"
1 = β"

2. Now β"
1 and β"

2 were arbitrary idempotents less
than or equal to C. Take β"

1 = 0, β"
2 = C, then C = 0.

Since C is arbitrary, every idempotent is 0. We have al-
ready noticed that this entailedM = {0} in Proposition 6.1.
We conclude, since 1 and 2 are equivalent by duality, and

3 clearly implies both. )*

Theorem 7.1 Let M be weakly Cantorian. Let
(A, dA, eA) be a triple verifying the left and right counit
laws (e.g., a comonoid of DR(M)). Then there is a parti-
tion Ap, Aq of A such that:

dA =
•A

pAp+qAq

A•

/A'A A'A/

App∗+Aqq∗

qβ0p∗+

pβ0q∗

eA =
•A

β0+β∗
0

A•

/0 0/

where β0 is an iso between Ap and Aq, i.e., &β0
#' = Ap

and &β0' = Aq.
Conversely, if dA and eA are defined as above, then

(A, dA, eA) is a comonoid in DR(M).

Proof. Let (A, dA, eA) be a comonoid in DR(M). Since
(A / (eA 0 idA) / dA = idA (left counit law), where
(A : I 0 A . A, dA is mono, so dA is of the form
•A

a

A•

/A'A A'A/

a∗

γ

with &a#' = A. Since eA is a mor-

phism from A to 0, eA is of the form
•A

β

A•

/0 0/

.

Let us write down the left counit law. Using the fact that

(A =
•0'A

Aq∗

0'A•

/A A/

qA , and simplifying:

•A

a

A•

A'A

Aq∗

pβp∗

A'A

a∗

γ

/A A/

qA
=

•A

A

•A

/A /A

A (6)

Similarly, the right counit law yields

•A

a

A•

A'A

Ap∗

qβq∗

A'A

a∗

γ

/A A/

pA
=

•A

A

•A

/A /A

A (7)

Before we start the formal proof, let us explain how it
works, intuitively. To this end, assume M is of the form
PI(E) for some set E. (By the Preston-Wagner Theorem,
this would be enough to establish all equations. Unfortu-
nately, the iM embedding of M into PI(M) used in the
Preston-Wagner Theorem does not preserve 0, which in fact
invalidates this approach.) Recall that any element of E is
a token, and that a token n at B travels to a(n) at C along
a transition B

a
-.C if and only if n is in the domain of a.

Otherwise we say that n is thrown away by the transition.
We explain this along with the formal proof; the explanation
will always be in square brackets [. . . ].
Let Aq = a#qAq#a, Ap = a#pAp#a. [Look at the top

left a transition going downwards in (6). The target A 0 A
is the disjoint sum of pAp# and qAq#; Aq is the set of to-
kens n that travel along a to the right summand qAq#, Ap

is the set of tokens n that travel along a to the left summand
pAp#. So Ap and Aq are disjoint, that is, ApAq = 0. By
(6), every token n at the top left A of the right-hand side of
the equation travels to itself at the bottom leftA of the right-
hand side, so the same happens on the left-hand side of the
equation. In particular, no token at the top left A is thrown
away by the a transition, so A = Ap + Aq.] Aq is idem-
potent, since Aq = &a#qA'; similarly, Ap is idempotent
since Ap = &a#pA'. Then ApAq = a#pAp#aa#qAq#a $
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a#pAp#qAq#a = 0 (because aa# $ 1), so ApAq = 0. And
Ap+Aq = a#(pAp#+qAq#)a = a#(A0A)a = a#a (since
(A 0 A)a = a) = &a#' = A. So Ap, Aq is a partition of A.
Let β0 be βAp. We have to show: (a) a = pAp + qAq,

(b) β = β0 + β#
0 , (c) &β0

#' = Ap, (d) &β0' = Aq, and (e)
γ = qβ#

0p# + pβ0q#.
[We are starting to show that (a) a = pAp + qAq. Con-

sider a token n from the top left A. If n is in Aq, it will
travel to a(n) in the right summand qAq# of A 0 A. This
is thrown away by the pβp# transition. Since it must even-
tually travel along some transition to exit as n at the bottom
left A—because this is what it does on the right-hand side
of the equation, a(n) must travel along the Aq# transition,
and Aq#(a(n)) = n, so a(n) = q(n). Similarly, if n is in
Ap, a(n) = p(n), using (7) instead. This describes a as the
function mapping every n " Ap to p(n) and every n " Aq

to q(n), i.e., as pAp + qAq.]
Consider the path from the top left A to the bot-

tom left A in either side of (6): since they are equal,"
n!N

Aq#(γpβp#)na = A. Multiply by Aq = a#qAq#a
on the right, then

"
n!N

Aq#(γpβp#)n &a' qAq#a = AAq.
Since Ap + Aq = A, Aq $ A, so AAq = Aq. Also,
the terms Aq#(γpβp#)n &a' qAq#a with n : 1 are zero,
since they are less than or equal to Aq#(γpβp#)nqAq#a =
Aq#(γpβp#)n$1γpβp#qAq#a = 0. So only the term
with n = 0 remains, and the equation simplifies to
Aq# &a' qAq#a = Aq, i.e., (i) Aq#aAq = Aq. The similar
path in (7) multiplied by Ap yields (ii) Ap#aAp = Ap. By
multiplying (i) by a#q on the left, a#qAq#aAq = a#qAq,
i.e., (iii) Aq = a#qAq. Similarly, (iv) Ap = a#pAp.
Summing (iii), (iv), Ap + Aq = a#(pAp + qAq). Since

Ap+Aq = A and aA = a, we obtain a = aA = aa#(pAp+
qAq) $ pAp + qAq.
Conversely, using (i) and (ii), pAp + qAq = pAp#aAp +

qAq#aAq $ pAp#aA + qAq#aA (since Ap, Aq $ A) =
pAp#a + qAq#a (since aA = a) = (pAp# + qAq#)a =
(A 0 A)a = a. Together with a $ pAp + qAq, we obtain
(a) a = pAp + qAq.
[If n " Ap travels from the top left A of (6), it must go

through the a transition to a(n) in the left summand pAp#

of A 0 A. Since a = pAp + qAq, a(n) = p(n). Now
a(n) = p(n) cannot travel down along the Aq# transition,
so it must go through the pβp# transition to p(β(n)). Then
p(β(n)) cannot travel up along the a# transition, otherwise
n would have traveled to a#(p(β(n))) from the top left A
to the top right A on the right-hand side of (6), too. The
domain of a# is pApp# + qAqq# = Ap 0Aq; since p(β(n))
is not in this domain, β(n) is not in Ap, therefore β(n) is
in Aq. Since n is an arbitrary element of Ap, β maps Ap to
Aq. Moreover, since every token at the top leftA eventually
reaches the bottom left A, no n " Ap is thrown away by
β. Recall that β0 = βAp, the restriction of β to Ap. We
have just shown that β0 was total, i.e., the domain of β0 is

Ap. This is (c). Similar reasoning on (7) shows that the
restriction of β to Aq is total, too. Since β# = β, β is an
involution, so the restriction of β to Aq is necessarily β#

0 .
The equations (b) and (d) follow readily.]
Look again at the path from the top left A to the bottom

left A in either side of (6): A =
"

n!N
Aq#(γpβp#)na.

By (a), A =
"

n!N
Aq#(γpβp#)n(pAp + qAq) =

Aq +
"

n+1 Aq#(γpβp#)n$1γpβAp. This time, mul-
tiply by Ap on the right. Since AqAp = 0 and
AAp = Ap, and since β0 = βAp, (v) Ap ="

n+1 Aq#(γpβp#)n$1γpβ0. Multiplying by &β0
#' on the

right, Ap &β0
#' =

"
n+1 Aq#(γpβp#)n$1γpβ0 &β0

#' ="
n+1 Aq#(γpβp#)n$1γpβ0 (as u &u#' = u for every u)

= Ap. We have just shown Ap &β0
#' = Ap, so A#

p &β0
#' =

A#
pAp, sinceA#

pAp = Ap. Recall that u $ v iff u#v = u#u.
So Ap $ &β0

#'. On the other hand, &β0
#' = Apβ#βAp $

Ap since β#β $ 1. So (c) &β0
#' = Ap.

Similarly, using (7) and multiplying by Aq, we get (vi)
Aq =

"
n+1 Ap#(γqβq#)n$1γqβAq.

Let us now look at the path from the top
left A to the top right A in either side of (6):"

n!N
a#(pβp#γ)npβp#a = 0. By (a) and simplifying,

(vii)
"

n!N
App#(pβp#γ)npβAp = 0. So the term with

n = 0 is zero, too, namely, ApβAp = 0. Since β = Aβ and
A = Ap + Aq, β0 = AβAp = (Ap + Aq)βAp = AqβAp.
Similarly, using (7), AqβAq = 0, so β0 = AqβAp =
AqβAp + AqβAq = Aqβ(Ap + Aq) = Aqβ. Taking
converses, and since β# = β, (viii) β#

0 = βAq.
Let u1 = β0, u2 = β#

0 . Using the definition of
β0 for u1, and property (viii) for u2, we obtain u1u#

2 =
βApAqβ# = 0 (forward determinacy) because ApAq = 0.
Also, u#

1u2 = u2u#
1 = βAqApβ# = 0 (backward deter-

minacy). We have seen in the main text that the bideter-
minacy condition u1u#

2 = u2u#
1 = 0 implied u1

!
" u2,

that is, β0
!
" β#

0 . So it makes sense to consider β0 + β#
0 .

Since β0 = βAp by definition and β#
0 = βAq by (viii),

β0 + β#
0 = β(Ap + Aq) = βA = β, whence (b).

By (vi) and (viii), Aq =
"

n+1 Ap#(γqβq#)n$1γqβ#
0 .

Multiplying by &β0' on the right, Aq &β0' =
"

n+1 Ap#

(γqβq#)n$1γqβ#
0 &β0' =

"
n+1 Ap#(γqβq#)n$1γqβ#

0 =
Aq, so Aq $ &β0'. Since &β0' = Aqβ#βAq by (viii),
&β0' $ Aq, so (d) &β0' = Aq.
[Consider again an arbitrary token n " Ap traveling

from the top left A of (6). It travels down along a to A 0 A
as p(n), then rightwards along pβp# to p(β0(n)). Since
the range of β0 is Aq and n is arbitrary in Ap, p(β0(n))
is arbitrary in pAqp#. Since every such n eventually ex-
its at the bottom left A, p(β0(n)) cannot be thrown away
by γ, so the domain of γ contains pAqp#. Similarly, us-
ing (7), the domain of γ also contains qApq#. No element
in the domain of γ can be in pApp# or in qAqq#, other-
wise these elements would also be in the domain of a#, and
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would travel up at this point. So the domain of γ is exactly
pAqp#+qApq# = Aq 0Ap. Since γ# = γ, pAqp#+qApq#

is also the range of γ.]
[As we have seen above, p(β0(n)) (at the rightmost

A 0 A of the left-hand side) cannot travel up along a#,
so it must travel leftwards along γ to γ(p(β0(n))). If
γ(p(β0(n))) was in pAqp#, i.e., if it was of the form p(m)
with m " Aq, then it would travel again rightwards along
pβp#, to p(β#

0(m)) " pApp#, then upwards along a# to
β#

0(m), which is impossible. So γ(p(β0(n))) is in qApq#,
i.e., it is of the form q(m) with m " Ap, and exits as m
at the bottom left A. But it can only exit as n, so m = n,
and therefore γ(p(β0(n))) = q(n). Since β0 is total from
Ap to Aq, p(β0(n)) is arbitrary in pAqp#, therefore γ maps
every m " pAqp# to q(β#

0(p#(m))). Since γ = γ#, γ
also maps every m " qApq# to p(β0(q(m))). In short,
γ = qβ#

0p# + pβ0q, i.e., (e) holds.]
By Condition 3 of the definition of morphisms in

DR(M), γa = 0, so by (a) γpAp + γqAq = 0, whence
γpAp = 0 and γqAq = 0. Since A = Ap + Aq, we get
A0A = pAp#+qAq# = pApp#+pAqp#+qApq#+qAqq#.
Since γ = γ(A 0 A), (ix) γ = γ(pAqp# + qApq#). Be-
cause the idempotent pAqp# + qApq# is less than 1, (x)
&γ#' $ pAqp# + qApq#.
Note that, since the codomain &β0

#' of β#
0 is Ap by (c),

&γpβ#
0' = γp &β0

#' p#γ# = γpApp#γ# = γ(pAqp# +
qApq#)pApp#γ# = 0, since AqAp = 0; so γpβ#

0 = 0.
In particular, γpβp# = γp(β0 + β#

0)p# = γpβ0p#, us-
ing (b). The domain of γpβp# is then pβ#

0p#γ#γpβ0p# $
pβ#

0p#(pAqp# + qApq#)pβ0p# (by (x)) = pβ#
0Aqβ0p# =

pβ#
0β0p# (by (d)) = p &β0

#' p#; by (c), it follows that (xi)2
(γpβp#)#

3
$ pApp#. Similarly, γqβ0 = 0, γqβq# =

γqβ#
0q#, so (xii)

2
(γqβq#)#

3
$ qAqq#.

Compute (γpβp#)γp. First,
2
((γpβp#)γp)#

3
=

p#γ#
2
(γpβp#)#

3
γp $ p#γ#pApp#γp (by (xi)), and

γ#pAp = γpAp since γ is self-inverse. But γpAp = 0,
as we have noticed above (or as can be deduced from (ix)),
so

2
((γpβp#)γp)#

3
= 0. So (γpβp#)γp = 0. It follows

that (v) Ap =
"

n+1 Aq#(γpβp#)n$1γpβ0 simplifies to
(v’) Ap = Aq#γpβ0, since all summands vanish except for
n = 1. Similarly, using (xii) we obtain (γqβq#)γq = 0,
so (vi) Aq =

"
n+1 Ap#(γqβq#)n$1γqβAq simplifies to

Aq = Ap#γqβAq = Ap#γqβ#
0 (by (viii)); that is, (vi’)

Aq = Ap#γqβ#
0 .

Multiply (v’) by β#
0p# on the right and qAp on the left.

Using (d), qApβ#
0p# = qApq#γp &β0' p# = qApq#γpAqp#.

By (c), Apβ#
0 = &β0

#'β#
0 = β#

0 , so (v”) qβ#
0p# =

qApq#γpAqp#. By taking inverses and remembering that
γ# = γ, (vi”) pβ0q# = pAqp#γqApq#.
Look at the n = 1 summand in (vii): Apβp#γpβAp = 0.

Since β0 = βAp, and Apβ = Apβ# = (βAp)
# = β#

0 , we
obtain β#

0p#γpβ0 = 0. Multiplying by pβ0 on the left, by

β#
0p# on the right, and using (d), (v’’’) pAqp#γpAqp# =

0. Similarly, looking at the n = 1 summand in the path
from the top left A to the top right A in (7), we get (vi’’’)
qApq#γqApq# = 0.
By (ix) and γ# = γ, γ = (pAqp# + qApq#)γ,

so using (ix) again, γ = (pAqp# + qApq#)γ(pAqp#

+ qApq#) = pAqp#γpAqp# + pAqp#γqApq# +
qApq#γpAqp# + qApq#γqApq# = 0 + pβ0q# + qβ#

0p# + 0
by (v’’’), (vi”), (v”), (vi’’’). Therefore (e) obtains.
Conversely, assume that Ap, Aq form a partitition of A,

and that (a)–(e) hold. The left counit law (6) means:

•A

pAp+qAq

A•

A'A

Aq∗

p(β0+β∗
0 )p∗

A'A

App∗+Aqq∗

qβ∗
0p∗+pβ0q∗

/A A/

qA
=

•A

A

•A

/A /A

A

which is straightforward from the conditions. (Note that the
A down arrow is obtained from the left-hand side as oneAq

going straight down from the top left A to the bottom left
A, plus oneAp obtained by going once through the loop; no
contribution arises from looping twice or more.)
The verification of the right counit laws proceeds by sim-

ilar means. It remains to establish coassociativity.

(idA 0 dA) / dA =

•A

pAp+qAq

A•

A'A

pAp∗+qpApq∗+q2Aqq∗

A'A

App∗+Aqq∗

qβ∗
0p∗+pβ0q∗

/A'(A'A) A'(A'A)/

pAp∗+qApp∗q∗+qAqq∗2

q2β∗
0p∗q∗+qpβ0q∗2

=

•A

pAp+q2Aq

A•

/A'(A'A) A'(A'A)/

App∗+Aqq∗2

+q2β∗
0p∗q∗+qpβ0q∗2

pβ0p∗q∗+qpβ∗
0p∗

where we have used ApAq = 0, β0Aq = 0, β0Ap = β0,
Apβ0 = 0, Aqβ0 = β0 several times to simplify the sums
on arrows; while αA,A,A / (dA 0 idA) / dA equals:

•A

pAp+qAq

A•

A'A

p2App∗+pqAqp∗+qAq∗

A'A

App∗+Aqq∗

qβ∗
0p∗+pβ0q∗

(A'A)'A

pAp∗2+qpAq∗p∗+q2Aq∗

(A'A)'A

pApp∗2+pAqq∗p∗+qAq∗

pqβ∗
0p∗2+p2β0q∗p∗

/A'(A'A) A'(A'A)/

p2Ap∗+pqAp∗q∗+qAq∗2
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which simplifies to the same value, using the same equa-
tions. )*

B. Formal Definition of Concrete Coherence
Spaces

Let ΣCoh be the signature {1/0, &_, _'/2, i1/1, i2/1,
nil/0, ::/2}. Write &s, t' for &_, _' applied to s and t,
s::t for :: applied to s and t, and [s1, s2, . . . , sn] for
s1::(s2:: . . . (sn::nil) . . .). Fix, once and for all, a total or-
dering 9 on ground terms built on ΣCoh.
A concrete coherence space X = (|X|,!"X) is any co-

herence space whose web |X| is a tree language over ΣCoh.
Let CCOH be the full subcategory of COH consisting of

concrete coherence spaces.
The category CCOH inherits all structure from COH.

Recall that its morphisms from X = (|X|,!"X) to Y =
(|Y |,!"Y ) are linear maps. Here, these are finite binary
relations f ; |X| 4 |Y | such that whenever (x, y) " f ,
(x", y") " f , and x !

"X x", then y !
"Y y" and if moreover

y = y" then x = x".
• CCOH is symmetric monoidal. The tensor unit is

I = ({1},!"I
) where !

"I
relates 1 to itself. Tensor prod-

uct of X = (|X|,!"X) and Y = (|Y |,!"Y ) is X 0 Y =
(|X0Y |,!"X'Y ), where |X0Y | = |X|4|Y | = {&i, j'|i "
|X|, j " |Y |}, and coherence on X 0 Y is given by
&i, j' !

"X'Y &i", j"' iff i !
"X i" and j !

"Y j".
The associativity αX,Y,Z is {(&&i, j', k', &i, &j, k'')|i "

|X|, j " |Y |, k " |Z|} : (X 0 Y ) 0 Z . X 0 (Y 0 Z),
the commutativity cX,Y is {(&i, j', &j, i'|i " |X|, j "
|Y |} : X 0 Y . Y 0 X , the left neutral is (X =
{(&1, i', i)|i " |X|} : I 0 X . X , and the right neutral
is rX = {(&i,1', i)|i " |X|} : X 0 I . X .

• CCOH is autonomous. The linear function spaceX !

Y ofX = ([m],!"X) and Y = ([n],!"Y ) is given by |X !

Y | = {&i, j'|i " |X|, j " |Y |}, and coherence on X ! Y
is given by &i, j' !

"X!Y &i", j"' if and only if, when i !
"X

i" then j !
"Y j" and if moreover j = j" then i = i".

• CCOH is !-autonomous. The dual, a.k.a. the linear
negation of X = (|X|,!"X) is X& = (|X|,"!X), where
i "
!X i" if and only if, when i !

"X i" then i = i"; equiva-
lently, if i (!"X i" or i = i".
The natural transformation CX :333 333 X . X (linear

control operator), where 333 X = X ! 222 3= X& is the
linear trace {(&&i,1',1', i)|i " |X|}.

• CCOH has finite products and coproducts. The termi-
nal object 5 is (<,!")) where !

") is the empty relation.
This is also the initial object .
The binary product X 4 Y of X = (|X|,!"X) and Y =

(|Y |,!"Y ) is defined as (|X4Y |,!"X*Y ), where |X4Y | =
{i1(i)|i " |X|}1{i2(j)|j " |Y |}, and coherence is defined
by: i1(i) !

"X*Y i1(i") if and only if i !
"X i", i2(j) !

"X*Y
i2(j") if and only if j !

"Y j", and i1(i) !
"X*Y i2(j) for

every i, j. (In other words, |X 4 Y | is the disjoint sum of
|X| and |Y |; coherence is inherited fromX and Y , and each
element of |X| is coherent with any element of |Y |.) The
first projection is π1 : X 4 Y . X = {(i1(i), i)|i " |X|},
the second projection is π2 : X4Y . Y = {(i2(j), j)|j "
|Y |}, and pairing of f : Z . X and g : Z . Y is &f, g' :
Z . X4Y = {(k, i1(i))|(k, i) " f}1{(k, i2(j))|(k, j) "
g}.
The binary coproduct X + Y is given by the same web,

|X + Y | = {i1(i)|i " |X|} 1 {i2(j)|j " |Y |}, this time
with coherence defined by i1(i) !

"X+Y i1(i") if and only if
i !
"X i", i2(j) !

"X+Y i2(j") if and only if j !
"Y j", and

i1(i) !
"X+Y i2(j) for no i, j. (In other words, this time no

element of |X| is coherent with any element of |Y |.) The
first injection is 1 : X . X+Y = {(i, i1(i))|i " |X|}, the
second injection is 2 : Y . X+Y = {(j, i2(j))|j " |Y |},
and the case analysis construct [f, g] : X + Y . Z (where
f : X . Z, g : Y . Z) is {(i1(i), k)|(i, k) " f} 1
{(i2(j), k)|(j, k) " g}.

• The ! functor. There are two choices here. The only one
that makes the concrete coherence completion construction
work is to take |!X| to be the set of all multicliques of X ,
where a multiclique is a finite multiset of pairwise coherent
elements. In concrete coherence spaces, multicliques can be
encoded as lists of pairwise coherent elements. To ensure
uniqueness of representation, let these lists be sorted.
Let therefore a concrete multiclique of X = (|X|,!"X)

be any sorted list [i1, i2, . . . , ik], where by sorted we mean
i1 9 i2 9 . . . 9 ik, and i1, i2, . . . , ik form a clique in
|X|. We shall abuse notation: if e is a concrete multi-
clique [i1, i2, . . . , ik], we shall understand e ambiguously as
the multiset {|i1, i2, . . . , ik|}; we retrieve the concrete mul-
ticlique from the multiset by sorting. In particular, multiset
union makes sense on concrete multicliques.
The functor ! of CCOH maps X = (|X|,!"X) to !X =

(|!X|,!"!X), where |!X| is the set of concrete multicliques
ofX , and e !

"!X e" if and only if e= e" is again a (concrete)
multiclique, i.e., if and only if every element of e is coherent
with any element of e". Given any morphism f : X . Y ,
whereX = (|X|,!"X) and Y = (|Y |,!"Y ), and two multi-
cliques e = [i1, i2, . . . , ik] in X and e" = [j1, j2, . . . , jk] in
Y , of the same length k, we call an f -matching of e with e"

any permutation π of {1, 2, . . . , k} such that (i&, jπ(&)) " f
for every (, 1 $ ( $ k. Then !f :!X .!Y is defined by

!f = {(e, e") " |!X| 4 |!Y | (8)
there is an f -matching of e and e"}

Given two concrete multicliques e = [i1, i2, . . . , ik] in X
and e" = [j1, j2, . . . , jk] in Y , an f -matching π need not be
unique. For example, if i1 = j1, i2 = j2, and (i1, j1) " f ,
then {1 >. 1, 2 >. 2} and {1 >. 2, 2 >. 1} are two
f -matchings. However, the multiset {e}f{e"} defined as
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{|(i&, jπ(&))|1 $ ( $ k|} is independent of π, and only de-
pends on f , e and e". This is by linearity of f .

• The (!, δ, ε) comonad. Let δX :!X .!!X be the linear
trace {(e, {|e1, . . . , en|})|e " |!X|, e = e1 = . . . = en}, and
εX :!X . X be {({|x|}, x)|x " |X|}.

• The cocommutative comonoid (!X, dX , eX). Let
dX :!X .!X0!X be the linear trace {(e1 =
e2, &e1, e2') | e1, e2 " |!X|, e1

!
"!X e2}, and let eX :!X .

I be the linear trace {({||},1)}.
Note that (!X, dX , eX) is the free cocommutative

comonoid overX , as shown by Jan van de Wiele [25]. That
is, the functor U mapping each cocommutative comonoid
(X, d, e) toX in CCOH has a right adjoint. The non-trivial
part of the proof is the construction of the unit of the ad-
junction: for any cocommutative comonoid (X, dX , eX)
in CCOH, ηX is the set of all pairs (a, {|a1, . . . , an|}) "
|X| 4 |!X|, for every n " N such that (a, &a1, &a2, . . . ,
&an,1' . . .'') " dn

X , where dn
X : X . X0(X0. . .0(X0

I) . . .) is defined by: d0
X = eX , dn+1

X = (idX 0 dn
X) / dX .

C. Formal Definition of Concrete Coherence
Completions

For any category C, the concrete coherence completion
CCOH(C) has as objects all pairs (X, (Ai)i!|X|) where X
is a concrete coherence space X = (|X|,!"X); and as
morphisms from (X, (Ai)i!|X|) to (Y, (Bj)j!|Y |) all pairs
(f, (aij)(i,j)!f ) where f is a linear trace from X to Y , and
aij is a morphism from Ai to Bj in C.
In pictures, an object
(X, (Ai)i!|X|) is a
trivial fibration over
the web |X| of the
coherence spaceX:

A2
A1

A3
A4

A5

A6

|X| 1
2
3

5
64

(I would really have liked to include these pictures in the
main text—I had to take decisions.) Morphisms are then
given as linear traces between the webs forming the base of
objects (in brown) plus corresponding maps in C, one atop
each link drawn between bases (in blue):

A2
A1

A3
A4

A5

A6

|X| 1
2
3

5
64

f17
f11

B2

B3
B4

B5

B6B1 B7

|Y| 1
2
3

5
64

7

f33 f53

f64

The tricky part of this is to actually realize that this
is a category, an observation due to Hu and Joyal [20].
The identity on (X, (Ai)i!|X|) is (idX , (idAi

)(i,i)!idX
).

The composition of (f, (aij)(i,j)!f ) : (X, (Ai)i!|X|) .

(Y, (Bj)j!|Y |) with (g, (ajk)(j,k)!g) : (Y, (Bj)j!|Y |) .

(Z, (Ck)k!|Z|) is (g / f, (cik)(i,k)!g,f ), where cik = bjk /
aij with j the unique index such that (i, j) " f and
(j, k) " g—it is unique because f and g are linear, and
this is the crucial point.
For any (symmetric) monoidal category C, CCOH(C) is

(symmetric) monoidal, with tensor unit (I, (I)) (where (I)
denotes the family of just one object, I) and tensor prod-
uct (X, (Ai)i!|X|) 0 (Y, (Bj)j!|Y |) defined as (X 0 Y,

(Ai 0 Bj)(i,j)!|X'Y |.
Associativity, commutativity, neutrals are given by:

α(X,(Ai)i∈|X|),(Y,(Bj)
j∈|Y |),(Z,(Ck)k∈|Z|)

= (αX,Y,Z , (αAi,Bj ,Ck
)
(--i,j.,k.,-i,-j,k..)!αX,Y,Z)

((X,(Ai)i∈|X|)
= ((X , ((Ai

)(-1,i.,i)!&X
)

r(X,(Ai)i∈|X|)
= (rX , (rAi

)(-i,1.,i)!rX
)

c(X,(Ai)i∈|X|),(Y,(Bj)
j∈|Y |)

= (cX,Y , (cAi,Bj
)
(-i,j.,-j,i.)!cX,Y

)

where α, (, r, c are the respective associativity, left neu-
tral, right neutral and commutativity in the corresponding
underlying categories C and CCOH.
If additionally C is autonomous, then so is CCOH(C),

see Figure 2. If additionally C is !-autonomous with du-
alizing object 222, then so is CCOH(C), and (recall that
2 = I = ({1},!"I

) in CCOH):

222 = (2, (222))

C(X,(Ai)i∈|X|)
= (CX , (CAi

)(--i,1.,1.,i)!CX
)

By the way, even when C is compact-closed, as DR(M) is
when M is weakly Cantorian, CCOH(C) is not in general
compact-closed, because X#Y is in general different from
X 0 Y in CCOH.
For any category C, CCOH(C) has all finite products and

coproducts. Finite products are defined in Figure 3, finite
coproducts in Figure 4. In the definition of terminal and ini-
tial object, () is the <-indexed family of objects. We use the
same notation, e.g., π1, for first projection in CCOH and
for first projection in CCOH(C). The latter is defined (see
above) as (π1, (idAi

)(i1(i),i)!π1
), where the first component

is the former first projection. We hope this won’t cause con-
fusion.
Finally, when C is any symmetric monoidal category, we

may define exponentials in CCOH(C) as follows. This is
where we need to be able to totally order the elements of
webs, by 9. For any finite family (Ai)i!|X| of objects of
C, and any concrete multiclique e = [i1, i2, . . . , in] of X ,
where i1 9 i2 9 . . . 9 in, define

/
i!e Ai as the object

Ai1 0 (Ai2 0 . . . (Aik
0 I) . . .). The key observation we

make here, compared to [20] is that we need no additional
structure from C for this to work.
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(X, (Ai)i!|X|) ! (Y, (Bj)j!|Y |) = (X ! Y, (Ai ! Bj)-i,j.!|X!Y |)

app(X,(Ai)i∈|X|),(Y,(Bj)
j∈|Y |)

= (appX,Y , (appAi,Bj
)
(--i,j.,i.,j)

" appX,Y )

λ
(X,(Ai)i∈|X|)

(Y,(Bj)
j∈|Y |),(Z,(Ck)k∈|Z|)

(f, (a-i,j. k)
(-i,j.,k)!f

) = (λX
Y,Z(f), (λAi

Bj ,Ck
(a-i,j. k))

(i,-j,k.)!λX
Y,Z(f)

)

Figure 2. Autonomous structure on CCOH(C)

555 = (5, ()) (terminal object; remember, 5 = (<,!")))
(X, (Ai)i!|X|) 4 (Y, (Bj)j!|Y |) = (X 4 Y, (Ai)i1(i)!|X*Y | 1 (Bj)i2(j)!|X*Y |)

π1 : (X, (Ai)i!|X|) 4 (Y, (Bj)j!|Y |) . (X, (Ai)i!|X|)

= (π1, (idAi
)(i1(i),i)!π1

)

π2 : (X, (Ai)i!|X|) 4 (Y, (Bj)j!|Y |) . (Y, (Bj)j!|Y |)

= (π2, (idBj
)
(i2(j),j)!π2

)

&(f, (aki)(k,i)!f ), (g, (bkj)(k,j)!g)' =

'

&f, g',

0
case ( of

4
ι1i >. aki

ι2j >. bkj

51

(k,&)!-f,g.

(

for every (f, (aki)(k,i)!f ) : (Z, (Ck)k!|Z|) . (X, (Ai)i!|X|),

(g, (bkj)(k,j)!g) : (Z, (Ck)k!|Z|) . (Y, (Bj)j!|Y |)

Figure 3. Products in CCOH(C)

0 = ( , ()) (initial object; remember, = (<,!" ))
(X, (Ai)i!|X|) + (Y, (Bj)j!|Y |) = (X + Y, (Ai)i1(i)!|X+Y | 1 (Bj)i2(j)!|X+Y |)

1 : (X, (Ai)i!|X|) . (X, (Ai)i!|X|) 4 (Y, (Bj)j!|Y |)

= ( 1, (idAi
)(i,i1(i))! 1

)

2 : (Y, (Bj)j!|Y |) . (X, (Ai)i!|X|) 4 (Y, (Bj)j!|Y |)

= ( 2, (idBj
)
(j,i2(j))! 2

)

[(f, (aki)(k,i)!f ), (g, (bkj)(k,j)!g)] = ([f, g], (aik)(ι1i,k)![f,g] 1 (bjk)(ι2j,k)![f,g])

for every (f, (aik)(i,k)!f ) : (X, (Ai)i!|X|) . (Z, (Ck)k!|Z|),

(g, (bjk)(j,k)!g) : (Y, (Bj)j!|Y |) . (Z, (Ck)k!|Z|)

Figure 4. Coproducts in CCOH(C)
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For any object (X, (Ai)i!|X|) of CCOH(C), let

!(X, (Ai)i!|X|) =

)

+!X,

'
6

i!e

Ai

(

e!|!X|

,

.

For any morphism (f, (aij)(i,j)!f ) : (X, (Ai)i!|X|) .

(Y, (Bj)j!|Y |), let

!(f, (aij)(i,j)!f ) :!(X, (Ai)i!|X|) .!(Y, (Bj)j!|Y |)

=

)

*
+!f,

)

+
6

(i,j)!{e1}f{e2}

aij

,

.

(e1,e2)!!f

,

-
.

where the notation
/

(i,j)!{e1}f{e2}
aij is an abuse of lan-

guage for
/

1/&/n ai!j"(!)
, where π is any f -matching of

e1 = [i1, i2, . . . , ik] and e2 = [j1, j2, . . . , jk].
Then ! is an endofunctor of CCOH(C), which can

be turned into a comonad by defining comultiplication
δ(X,(Ai)i∈|X|)

:!(X, (Ai)i!|X|) .!!(X, (Ai)i!|X|) as:
%
δX , (3=e1,...,en

)e!|!X|,e=e10...0en

&

where 3=e1,...,en
denotes the obvious natural iso from/

i1!e1
Ai1 0 . . . 0

/
in!en

Ain
0 I to

/
i!e10...0en

Ai,
defined from associativity, commutativity and the neu-
trals of the tensor product 0; and counit ε(X,(Ai)i∈|X|)

:

!(X, (Ai)i!|X|) . (X, (Ai)i!|X|) as:
%
εX , (rAi

)i!|X|

&

where rAi
: Ai 0 I . Ai is right neutral in C.

The cocommutative comonoid structure on
!(X, (Ai)i!|X|) is given as follows. First, d(X,(Ai)i∈|X|)

:

!(X, (Ai)i!|X|) .!(X, (Ai)i!|X|)0!(X, (Ai)i!|X|) is:
%
dX , (3=e1,e2)e1,e2!|!X|,e1

#
$!Xe2

&

where 3=e1,e2 denotes the obvious natural iso from/
i!e10e2

Ai to
/

i!e1
Ai 0

/
i!e2

Ai, defined from asso-
ciativity, commutativity and the neutrals of the tensor prod-
uct 0. Then, e(X,(Ai)i∈|X|)

:!(X, (Ai)i!|X|) . (I, (I)) is:

(eX , (idI))

where (idI) is the one-element family only containing idI :/
i!{||} Ai . I .
To show that this defines a Lafont category, we only need

to show that ! is the free cocommutative comonoid comonad
on CCOH(C). The counit of the adjunction is ε, and the unit
η is defined from the corresponding unit η in CCOH (see
end of Appendix B).

The forgetful functor U : coMon(CCOH(C)) .
CCOH(C) maps each cocommutative comonoid
((X, (Ai)i!|X|),

7d, 7e) to (X, (Ai)i!|X|). Its right
adjoint is F : CCOH(C) . coMon(CCOH(C)),
which maps each object (X, (Ai)i!|X|) to
(!(X, (Ai)i!|X|), d(X,(Ai)i∈|X|)

, e(X,(Ai)i∈|X|)
), and

each morphism (f, (aij)(i,j)!f ) : (X, (Ai)i!|X|) .

(Y, (Bj)j!|Y |) to !(f, (aij)(i,j)!f ). The counit
of the adjunction U 8 F is ε(X,(Ai)i∈|X|)

:

!(X, (Ai)i!|X|) . (X, (Ai)i!|X|). The unit is
the most challenging construct. For each ob-
ject ((X, (Ai)i!|X|),

7d, 7e) of coMon(CCOH(C)),
let η((X,(Ai)i∈|X|),

ed,ee) : ((X, (Ai)i!|X|),
7d, 7e) .

(!(X, (Ai)i!|X|), d(X,(Ai)i∈|X|)
, e(X,(Ai)i∈|X|)

) be the
following morphism in CCOH(C) from (X, (Ai)i!|X|) to
!(X, (Ai)i!|X|):
%
ηX ,

#
3= /an

i,i1,...,in

$
(i,{|i1,...,in|})!|X|*|!X|,(i,-i1,-i2,...,-in,1......)!dn

X

&

where:

• 7d = (dX , (aijk : Ai . Aj 0 Ak)(i,-j,k.)!dX
);

• 7e = (eX , (bi : Ai . I)(i,1)!eX
);

• ak
i,in−k+1,...,in

: Ai . Ain−k+1 0 (Ain−k+2 0
. . . (Ain

0 I) . . .) is defined whenever 0 $ k $ n
and (i, &in$k+1, . . . , &.in,1' . . .') " dk

X , by: a0
i =

bi, and ak+1
i,in−k,...,in

= (idAin−k
0 ak

j,in−k+1,...,in
) /

aiin−kj for some j such that (i, &in$k, j') " dX and
(j, &in$k+1, . . . , &.in,1' . . .') " dk

X .

• 3= is the obvious natural iso from Ai1 0 (Ai2 0
. . . (Ain

0 I) . . .) to
/

j!{|i1,i2,...,in|} Aj defined from
associativity, commutativity and the neutrals of the
tensor product 0.
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